Questionnaire design and correction for measurement errors (12h)

Description of the course:
We hope to show with this course how important is the design of a questionnaire for the
results, and how difficult it can be. The main goal is to highlight the very high number
of decisions to be made, and the impact that each of them can have on the answers, but
also how all these decisions interact with each other, and thus the necessity to use a tool
that takes into account all these interactions to help us designing good questionnaires.
The design of a questionnaire does not start with questions. It starts with the definition
of the concepts of interest. From the concepts, assertions can be made, and then requests
for an answer. This is the so-called "3-step procedure" proposed by Saris and Gallhofer
(2007). This course will begin by a detailed presentation of this procedure. Then, we
will introduce many other decisions that need to be taken when designing a
questionnaire: decisions about the scale format, the use of a “don't know” answer, the
grouping and ordering of the items, the mode of data collection, etc. All these decisions
can affect the answers of the respondents and therefore the results of the study.
However, how can we know which formulation is the most accurate? Because all these
decisions can interact with each other, it is difficult to decide what the best formulation
for a question is, i.e. the formulation which will give highest quality data. One tool
available to help us in this decision is the Survey Quality Predictor (SQP) software. We
will show how the program works and how it can be used during the questionnaire
design stage.
In addition, even if the questionnaire is designed very carefully, measurement errors are
always still present (at least random errors, due to mistakes). Therefore, in order to draw
non biased results, it is crucial to correct for measurement errors. We will explain how
we can correct correlations or SEM models for measurement errors and how this can
affect the results. We will finish by some practical applications.
Course prerequisites: Some bases in statistics and familiarity with the use of survey
data and structural equation modeling are preferable.
Software used: We will introduce the software SQP. Participants should know how to
get a correlation coefficient between two or more variables in any basic statistic
software (Stata, SPSS,...).
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Detailed schedule of the course by day/time slot:

Day 1

Time
9h-10h45
10h45-11h00
11h00-13h
9h-11h00

Day 2

11h00-11h15
11h15-13h
9h-11h00

Day 3

11h00-11h15
11h15-13h

Topic
From concepts to request for an answer: the 3-step procedure
Break
Other decisions: scale, don't know answer, position and order
of the questions, etc. Exercises.
Defining reliability validity and quality / MTMM approach /
What is SQP / Using SQP to improve the questions
Break
From questions to questionnaire / Mode of data collection /
Exercises - Apply by yourself
How to do correction for measurement errors / Impact on the
results
Break
Conclusions / Exercises - Apply by yourself
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